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With Foster Refrigerator, you really CAN make a difference.
We are dedicated to providing you with energy saving equipment that
really does save you money and helps reduce the impact of global 
warming on our environment.

That’s why we’re the caterer’s first choice every time.

* The savings shown here are over and above those made on our existing low energy products
(independently tested and verified).

for energy efficiency
for environmental awareness
for the foodservice caterer
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Hydrocarbon refrigerant
15% energy saving & environmentally friendly

Rifled copper tubing
Maximises heat transfer and reduces energy

Corrugated evaporator fins
Increases heat transfer, less energy used

ECA Scheme Approved
Ensures efficiency & minimum energy usage

Manufactured & supplied to ISO 14001
European environmental standard

System rated to ISO Climate Class 5
Works efficiently in hot kitchens - less energy

EC/WTO compliant
Meets all legislative requirements worldwide

Conforms to Montreal & Kyoto Protocols
Ensures efficiency, performance and minimal

environmental impact

Over 95% recyclable

Foster Maintenance available
to ISO 14001 - ensures performance and 

efficiency to European standards

Helium leak tested system
Zero leak tolerance protects environment & reduces energy

Fuzzy logic controller
Saves on energy

Double dipped coil
Reduces corrosion and gas leaks

60mm high density insulation
Reduces heat loss & saves energy

Self closing door
Saves heat-loss, reduces energy

Heavy duty magnetic gasket 
Less heat loss

Solid state fan cut-out switch
Saves energy when door is open

Zero ODP insulation
Environmentally friendly

Full traceability
From collection to recycling at end of life

Air ducted to base
Better temp & performance - less energy
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